TheatreFest
January 28-31, 2016

Building Legend:
- = Fire Strobes
X = Hot / Cold Water
Comp. Air Lines
W = Hot / Cold Water on Wall
Small Drain

Inventory as of 12/14/2015

Dimension
10' x 10'

Qty
84

Total:
84

Job Number:
426531

Producing AE:
Shay Weidberg

Selling AE:
Shay Weidberg

Paneled to Fit Page

Disclaimer:
Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of all information contained on this floor plan. However, no warranties, either expressed or implied, are made with respect to this floor plan. If the location of building columns, utilities or other architectural components of the facility is a consideration in the construction or usage of an exhibit, it is the sole responsibility of the exhibitor to physically inspect the facility to verify all dimensions and locations.
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